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CAN ANDROIDS PRAY
2019, Windows PC, Xbox, PlayStation, Switch



A collaboration with prolific game writer Xalavier 
Nelson Jr and composer Priscilla “Ghoulnoise” 
Snow, CAN ANDROIDS PRAY is a short-form 
interactive drama about two dying mech pilots.

I was solely responsible for the game’s 
development within Unity, tying together Snow’s 
original soundtrack and Nelson’s script within a 
cohesive 3D scene that evolved during play.

CAN ANDROIDS PRAY was scripted using C# and 
Fungus, a visual scripting editor that not only gave 
me freedom to deliver Nelson’s dialogue in a stylish 
and frictionless frame, but also tied into the game’s 
logic system, allowing me to trigger state changes 
(animation, sounds, lighting) on cue with dialogue.

I was also responsible for creating all visual assets 
for the game, many of which were held over from 
earlier experiments. CAP was praised by critics and 
later developers for its stark, striking visual style. That 
style became a focal point of the sequel’s 
direction, and stressed focus on the core elements 
of the game (the two pilots) while suggesting a 
broader, bleaker world beyond the fog of war.

CAN ANDROIDS PRAY was released in two versions, 
RED and BLUE, and was ported to consoles by 
aPriori Digital. A sequel, CAN ANDROIDS SURVIVE, 
was released by Nelson and aPriori in 2021.
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MINECRAFT: CONSOLE 
EDITIONS
2015 - 2016, 4J Studios Dundee



I interned as a level artist at 4J Studios, the 
company responsible for handling Minecraft’s 
console ports, during university (both summer 
breaks and during semesters)

Much of the work involved designing and creating 
themed Points of Interest in “Mash-up” DLC maps, 
notable including Halloween, Greek Mythology, 
Chinese Mythology, and a licensed Super Mario 
world. 

Creating Points of Interest meant building 
compelling gameplay experiences within 
Minecraft’s framework—laying out puzzles, pathing 
and decorating “rollercoaster” tours, mazes and 
dangerous areas for encountering monsters. The 
bulk of the job, however, was in creating visually 
interesting spaces using Minecraft’s limited toolset.

Work was completed on strict schedules to the 
satisfaction of not only the studio, but Microsoft, 
Mojang, platform-holders and license owners for 
IP-driven DLC.



Minecraft is not a combat game, so 
great care was taken to make the 
mode and maps compelling enough 
to make for interesting standoffs.

Maps frequently contained unique 
gameplay elements such as 
time-limited stairways over lava or 
bounce pad jumps. Loot locations 
and sightlines were pivotal during 
design.

I was heavily involved in the creation 
of the first of several “Mini Games” 4J 
developed for Minecraft.

Dubbed Battle, the first took inspiration 
from popular “Hunger Games” 
inspired mods to reimagine the 
block-builder as a competitive PVP 
arena where players had one life to 
acquire loot and defeat opponents.

Balancing aesthetics with mechanical 
requirements like line-of-sight, visual 
noise and spawn/loot locations was a 
constant, key part of the work.

With assistance from colleague Emma 
Rydstrom, I was directly involved the 
most in the Steampunk map for the 
mode’s first update—from outlining 
and prototyping through building, 
decoration and shipping. 



EXPERIMENTAL 
GAME DEVELOPMENT

2017 - Now



Numerous small, solo projects 
developed with tools like Unity, 
Bitsy, Flickgame and more to 
explore structure, theming, 
narrative and tone within bite-size 
structures.

Much of my work, from exploration 
of palettes and mood in TRANSIT to 
the haunting landscapes of EIGHT 
THIRTY, NOWHERE focus on how 
colour and form convey emotion 
in virtual spaces, while Bitsy works 
like OPTIONAL BOSS, EXILE ON THE 
LONG SHORE and SALVAGE CREW 
tend to look into how spaces can 
contextualise narrative delivery.

Early works funded by Patreon 
support, most available for free at 
scarletcatalie.itch.io



TRANSIT was a University honors project exploring 
space and palettes to tell a deeply personal 
story about queerness, told across familiar scenes 
from across Edinburgh and Dundee. The low 
resolution and hard cuts between scenes meant 
to evoke a dreamlike memory. The short game 
was heavily inspired by Irish indie developer 
Dreamfeel’s Curtain and Blendo Games’ Thirty 
Flights of Loving.



If Found developer Dreamfeel, on Transit (2017)



cameron kunzelman, waypoint VICE (2018)
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